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Live Fast, Die Onstage 
G. G. Allin, One of Rock's Greatest Failures 
b y  FRED BELD IN  

passed up the chance to see G. G. Allin in 1989, 

when he played a Detroit club called Blondies. 

My moron friends and I debated the ethics of 

supporting a performer who offended so many of 

our limply held "progressive" views, but ultimately 

my own reason for declining was simple: I wasn't 

ready to watch someone take a shit onstage. 

Eyewitness reports from those brave enough 

indicate a show that barely relied on music at all. A 

local band pounded out a dirge riff while Allin 

took the stage wearing only a cowboy hat, boots, 

and a jockstrap. Obviously intoxicated and 

quivering with rage, Allin slurred insults into the 

microphone for a few minutes before suddenly 

squatting and letting loose with a torrent of 

excrement. He smeared himself with the waste, 

which was mixed with shards of glass from hurled 

bottles, and then launched himself into the 

audience, punching a girl and setting off a panic. 

While some scrambled for the exits, others focused 

their rage on the man they had paid to see. 

Skinheads dragged Allin into the parking lot to 

beat him silly. No songs were attempted. The 

whole show lasted 10 minutes. 

That performance wasn't out of character for Allin, 

who built his name on extreme stagecraft over a career that spanned three 

decades. He routinely attacked the audience with his fists, viciously groped 
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any nearby females, openly excreting and masturbating onstage in a 

grotesque show of omnivorous sexuality. 

Allin was vile, but sincere: He declared his crimes to be art, a revolt against a 

hypocritical society. By amplifying his every infantile impulse in a quest for 

"reality," Allin's bubblegum nihilism made him a hero of stunted 

intellectuals, attracting the suicidal and those who would take pleasure in 

the suicide of others. 

Allin earned his place in the punk canon by recording the most aggressively 

offensive rock possible, over a hundred LP, cassette, and 7-inch-single 

releases during his lifetime alone. Songs like "Drink, Fight, and Fuck," "I 

Wanna Rape You," and "Assfuckin', Buttsuckin', Cuntlickin', Masturbation" 

were an active assault on the listener, and his best material rocks with a 

brutal, unhinged energy. His music remained stubbornly simplistic, and the 

records actually grew more primitive as the years went by, often sounding as 

if they were crafted by children, but crackling with malice. 

Allin's antics ensured few sidemen could handle the gig for long. He fronted 

a number of ad hoc session groups and even toured solo with a backing tape 

as a sort of nightmarish karaoke act. Allin finally found traveling 

companions who could weather his fury in the last few years of his life when 

he formed the Murder Junkies with his brother Merle Allin on bass. The 

familial bond held strong through a lot of chaos, a period captured—rather 

amiably—by the 1994 documentary Hated. 

More interesting than what Allin did is what he didn't do—his promise to 

commit murder-suicide onstage went unfulfilled, making Allin one of rock 

'n' roll's most spectacular failures. When he announced in 1988 that he 

would bring a gun to his upcoming Halloween show and kill members of the 

audience before killing himself, plenty believed him and some scrambled to 

get tickets. An unrelated arrest scuttled the gig, so he made the same threat 

the following year but again ran afoul of the law, earning 15 months in prison 

after accusations of assault from a female admirer. Allin immediately 

resumed his music career upon release, and while he always maintained that 

he fully intended to off himself onstage in the name of rock 'n' roll, he never 

again named a specific date for his massacre. 
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In the end, Allin died a quiet death. On June 28, 1993, a heroin overdose 

peacefully snuffed him out without bothering a soul—he passed in the 

middle of a raging party and no one noticed he was dead until morning. The 

successful execution of his murder-suicide plan would have surely 

catapulted him to true national infamy alongside Charles Manson and the 

Unabomber. As it turned out, Allin's threat was a metaphor at best, and his 

notoriety revolves primarily in a cultural underground, far from the eyes of 

the mainstream he tried so hard to shock. 

Allin believed he was the only true rock 'n' roller in existence, but he 

operated with a very narrow definition of the term. Plenty of great rock 

thrives on aggression and hatred, but Allin channeled them strictly as a 

means to an end, generating hostility as if negative energy was the only 

battery for the rock 'n' roll engine. His declaration of freedom was only for 

him—there was nothing for the audience, and if true rock 'n' roll is anything, 

it's communal. He was utterly dedicated to being universally hated, but no 
matter how serious G. G. Allin was, it's hard to take him seriously.  
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